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Address TECNOMEC S.R.L.
Via Melaro 11 
36075 Montecchio Maggiore 

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
TECNOMEC Srl peculiarity is the uninterrupted search and developping  of new processes and advanced technologies so that Tecnomec is always up
to date and able to meet market requirements. The characteristics of Tecnomec is to produce small-medium series of PCBs, monolayers, double
layers, multilayers flexibles and rigid-flexibles with blind and buried holes, blind milling, with any type of surface treatment and final protection and
with certified electrical test. Moreover Tecnomec srl offer to their customers “pre and post” advice every time  there are particular manufacturing
problems or should  they need out of standard products. Market is highly competitive but we try to beat competition  offering  complex quality
products and giving customers a valid assistance.
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